Quality Improvement Plan for
Moana Kindergarten
202 0
Service name
Moana Kindergarten

Service approval number
SE-00010645

Acknowledgment of Country
We acknowledge the Kaurna
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where our
centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to country.
We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend that respect
to all Aboriginal peoples.

Context
Service Context
Centre number: 3690 - DECD River Hub Partnership
Directors – Sophie Northcott and Carly Smith (Michelle Ratcliff backfilled contract in 2019 - she began this plan with team in term 4, 2019)
Postal address: Schooner Road, Seaford 5169
• Telephone number : 83861971

Fax number : 83272852

• Preschool website address: http://www.moanakgn.sa.edu.au/

Preschool e-mail address: dl.3690_leaders@schools.sa.edu.au

Enrolment/Attendance:
: The kindergarten has increased in the number of enrolments during the past 5 years due to increase housing availability in the area. Currently the kindergarten reaches its capacity of 66
children each term. The Kindergarten offers the equivalent of 15 hours per week of preschool for children in their eligible year that is the year before school entry.
Co-located/stand-alone:
The kindergarten is a stand-alone site, situated on the north side of the Moana Primary schools grounds. The kindergarten has opportunity to access school facilities like the school oval,
library and sports hall.
Programs operating at the preschool
Sessional Kindergarten for eligible children
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday- 8.30am -3pm
Alternate Wednesdays – 8.30am-12.30pm
no Wednesday sessions for the last two weeks of each term due to longer operating hours
Curriculum Framework used:The Early Years Learning Framework for Australia. ` Belonging, Being and Becoming’. It has a specific emphasis on play based learning and recognises the
importance of communication and language (including early literacy and numeracy) and social and emotional development.
Staff Profile
Moana Kindergarten has a full time Director (shared .5 by two staff, one of the staff does an additional teaching load of .2) and two .5 teachers and three Early Childhood Workers.
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Context
Statement of Philosophy
Moana Kindergarten is a welcoming, supportive and inclusive centre where we aim to inspire a
lifelong love of learning.
We strive to:
• Foster positive respectful relationships with children and families to create a sense of
belonging and community.
• Create a safe, nurturing and stimulating play based curriculum that recognises individual
children’s abilities and maximises learning potential.
• Provide an inclusive environment that values children and families of culturally diverse
backgrounds including ATSIC and actively provides awareness and acceptance of heritage
and culture.
• Develop resilient, persistent, independent learners that imagine, discover, explore and
question.
• Work together with educators and families to enable children the skills to assess, manage
and take appropriate risk.
At Moana Kindergarten we have created a Nature Play environment that provides authentic learning
experiences. We access our unique local environment which also promotes a culture of respect and
appreciation of the natural world. Learning in all curriculum areas is embedded in the Nature Play
environment which has a positive impact on children’s health and wellbeing.
Fun and messy play happens every day!
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice
The Moana Kindergarten community aims to develop creative, confident learners who have a strong sense of self. The educational program is underpinned by the Early
Years Learning Framework AND The Indicators of Preschool Numeracy and Literacy in Government Preschools. The program is designed to offer children extended
periods of time in play based learning, through which they can assert their agency and learn collaboratively.
This is balanced with group gatherings that encourage children to be active participants in discussions, dialogue and literacy rich experiences. Our gatherings take place
in both large and small group contexts. Through flexibility, the program allows for children's interests to be followed and provided for, either spontaneously on the day, or
within the term program.
The routines encourage children to take charge of their own learning, physical needs and emotional wellbeing. The rhythm of the day is responsive to the children’s
needs, allowing for flexibility.
Educators actively engage in observing, and responding to, children’s interests and ideas. This is reflected in the planning cycle. Each child’s development and learning
goals are recorded in an ongoing manner throughout the child’s kindergarten year. Observation of children is ongoing, taking a variety of forms including Learning Stories,
annotated photographs, displays, anecdotal records, floor books and the programming document.
Moana Kindergarten has successfully undertaken three river hub initiatives, LDAR (Learning Design, Assessment and Reflection), the Oral Language Project and the
Nature Play project. Our focus was on loose parts nature play to develop oral language. Data was collected to improve literacy outcomes, using tier 1,2 and 3 language
and reflective practice.
This year saw a greater focus on STEM related inquiry based teaching, with an aim to develop the child voice and curiosity. Beach Kindy continued in 2019, and 2020 with
a strong STEM focus aligning with the kindergarten program. There was greater consistency in the programming to ensure continuity of practice on and off site.
Both kindergarten groups have been a part of weekly school visits to the gym, where they have the opportunity to develop their gross and fine motor skills.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety
Educators work in partnership with families to ensure every child’s needs are accommodated, for example, risk assessments and speech programs. Risk Management
procedures are regularly undertaken to ensure a safe learning environment, for example, risk assessment was completed with the children to introduce new loose parts
and equipment.
Children are encouraged to manage their need for rest and relaxation. Educators are aware of the children’s energy levels and if required, support them to select a quiet
experience or to rest, for example, with a story in the calm room. During group times the educators notice, assess and adjust the length of time children are expected to
participate. After lunch, children are encourage to rest and relax with meditation music. Children participate in daily meditation, yoga and breathing exercises.
The reasons for washing of hands prior to eating are explicitly taught to the children and reinforced frequently. Educators model hand washing and good hygiene practices.
Healthy eating and sun safety practices are embedded in the culture of the centre. Educators work in partnership with families, from the start of the enrollment process, to
ensure families are aware of the thinking behind the sun safe and healthy eating policies. Lunch times are conducted as a social group, with healthy food choices
celebrated.
Children are encouraged to participate in physical play each day. Weekly visits to the gym and school playground offer opportunities for rigorous physical play in a larger
space than the kindergarten yard. In terms 2 and 3 children attended Beach Kindy at Moana Beach.

Children develop independence, confidence in their ability to succeed with the kindergartens daily routine. The day begins with morning greeting-children/families
welcomed in to Centre to ensure positive interactions to start the day. This is an an opportunity for children to show off their organisational competencies by taking
responsibility for storing their own bag and lunch box, signing their name and finding their name shell/block. There is also opportunity for parents/caregivers to ask
questions, give feedback on activities/events and to feel connected.
A new heating and cooling system has been installed inside, and shade placed under the verandah, making the physical space more usable throughout the year. Misters
have been installed on the verandah for additional comfort.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 3: Physical Environment
The service environment is inclusive, promotes competence and supports exploration and play-based learning. The outdoor space offers a variety of areas that enable
educators to cater for different learning experiences and styles. Experiences are planned in order to extend, challenge and follow the interests of the children. There is
space for both active and passive play and exploration. Fixed features include a mud area, climbing wall, loose parts area, sandpit, swings, two teepees, mud kitchen and
two water pumps. There is ample shade in the playground area.
Children are encouraged to access both the indoor and outdoor environments independently and they are able to access all areas freely throughout the day. Children are
encouraged to resource the program, supported by the educators, in order to develop and extend on their ideas and interests. Educators actively and continually monitor
the safety of the learning environment. Potential hazards are documented and dealt with in an appropriate and timely manner. We also encourage children to take
appropriate risk in their play and risk assessments are conducted in partnership with the children continually throughout the year.
Educators critically reflect on ways we can further reduce our impact on the environment through, for example no longer providing loose glitter for use in children’s
experiences, and encouraging the use of natural loose parts and recycled products. Educators also discuss ways in which children can be appropriately challenged to take
risks in the environment whilst considering whether an action might be a challenge or a hazard.
In terms 2 and 3 we visited Moana Beach as part of the beach Kindy program, as we believe it is essential for children to connect with nature to develop an appreciation of
the unique environment in our local community. The educators discuss the needs of the beach, the sand dunes, rock pools and cliffs and the impacts that human activities
have on these natural resources. Families are encouraged to attend. Excursion are based on extension of environmental learning opportunities.
The kindergarten developed a new outdoor learning space which included child's voice in planning , and includes more challenging physical activities such as the climbing
wall. Our outdoor natural learning environment is a strength - open ended, native environment, green space, natural materials and tones. This is reflected in the internal
environment - extension of outdoor environment.
Shade cloth has been installed under verandah so it is a comfortable useable space for children's learning, with mist spray off verandah for further comfort.
Children, families and educators have been involved in re-planting the garden areas to create shade and 'rooms' for creative, imaginative play.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements
Educator-to-child ratios at Moana Kindergarten meet the National Quality Standards requirements in order to meet the needs of the children in our centre. The educators
have developed positive, professional and respectful relationships in working with each other, children and families.
Educators challenge each other through dialogue, attend professional learning as a staff team and engage in professional reading as we continue to develop our
understandings of contemporary research and practice. Through these actions an ethos of educators as life-long learners is actively promoted in the staff team.
There has been staff involvement in partnership programs and staff have attending professional development in staff resilience training, LDAR, STEM, nature play,
Autism, oral language, numeracy, sign language, WHS training. Staff are also provided with additional programming time to support the development of documentation,
data collection and planning the program.
The site has two sessions of children and two staff teams to support the children. We have rearranged staffing from term 2 to provide further cohesion within each group.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children
Relationships with children are based on respect and compassion as an embedded expectation through the site’s vision. Educators are invested in developing warm and
reciprocally engaging relationships with children and their families. Each child is viewed as an individual through a strengths based lens. A sense of security and belonging
is supported, as we believe that children need to feel safe and confident in a learning environment before learning can occur. Educators are available to the children,
engaging them in conversations, experiences and encouraging children to take risks in their learning. Educators are sensitive to each child’s individual strengths, needs
and interests. This is reflected in their observations and the learning program. Children are engaged in small and large group time group and, when needed, are provided
with individual support to support their specific needs.
Educators work in collaboration with families to develop holistic understandings of the children in their home, community and kindergarten contexts. Families are invited to
participate in learning conversations, both formally and informally, to ensure that educators learn as much as they can about each child across these contexts.
predictable and consistent (but still reflexive) routines and opportunities for active and quiet play, small and whole group gatherings.
Moana Kindergarten is a community of learners, with children engaging in inquiry learning projects that offer opportunities for discussion and dialogue, collaboration,
research, planning, problem-solving and shared decision making. Children are encouraged to share their expertise, ideas and wonderings through sustained, shared
thinking. Each child is encouraged to express their ideas in a variety of ways, including oral language, group discussions, visual arts, construction, dramatic play and book
making.
Educators endeavour to be available and engage with families on a regular basis, both formally and informally to ensure the learning journey for each child is collaborative.
The protective behaviours curriculum is embedded throughout our ongoing program over the year. Throughout the year the kindergarten utilises the Way to A behaviour
management program.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
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Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities
Moana Kindergarten aims to provide a welcoming and compassionate environment to families joining our community from the point of first contact. The enrolment
process is consistent and comprehensive. An information session is held each year for families to gain understandings of the program, philosophy and how they can be
involved in the program. This event also provides an opportunity for families to make connections within the preschool community. Once children commence kindergarten
families are encouraged to stay and participate with their child as they transition into the centre from home.
We recognise and value the input and observations of our families. Families are respected as their child’s first educators. Their perspectives and expertise are invaluable
in the ongoing improvements to our program through arrival and departure conversations and family night. Information to families is communicated through letters, the
communication book, websites, texts, noticeboards, floor books, learning stories, and informal and formal conversations.
A number of events are held throughout the year including mens night, the obstacle -a-thon, Xmas concert, numerous excursions, and beach kindy. We also invite families
to collect resources for our kindy program such as loose parts, up-cycled materials for box construction and natural resources.
Educators have developed transition processes with our main feeder schools in order to support continuity of learning. This includes visits across the school year, to our
main feeder school, conversations with receiving teachers about each child and supporting the orientation visits through educators attending with the children.
Educators engage in critically reflective discussions about ways in which families can become more involved in their child’s learning, decision-making processes for the
curriculum and interactions and processes that build community.
Each term we ask for parent feedback/comments in the children's floor book and parents are asked to complete the parent survey, which helps to inform the following
years programming. We also offer parent -teacher meetings twice a year to discuss their independent learning goals.
A Facebook parent page for each group has been started and this has been a great new medium for communicating with families. eg polls, sharing pd, sharing learning
and important dates, events and gaining family feedback.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
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Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership
Moana Kindergarten operates with a Governing Council, comprising of family and community members, who work in partnership with the kindergarten staff. The
Governing Council meets twice each term.
Every effort is made to provide continuity of educators on the site by rostering regular staff to fill the place of team members who are absent. When this is not possible, we
endeavour to employ regular temporary relief teachers and Early Childhood Workers. When a new staff member begins, they are inducted to inform them of routines, the
program and procedures. New staff are made aware of children with special needs and the management of these.
All staff engage in professional conversations with the director biannually, to support professional development and an informal term review of the Performance
Development Plan is undertaken to ensure alignment with site priorities. Staff are encouraged to set goals to improve their practice. There is additional opportunity for staff
to have responsibility for their own professional learning that aligns with site priorities and is supported by the educational leader. Educators are actively encouraged to
develop leadership skills and a shared leadership model exists. Staff also engage in professional development with whole staff team and at a partnership level.
The centre has systems and processes in place to ensure it meets all legislative and administrative responsibilities in order to operate effectively, using an operational
planner to manage tasks. Grievance processes are documented and available to families and staff. Policies are updated regularly in consultation with governing council,
families and staff.
We also collaborate in partnership with other sites in the region via attendance at whole of partnership meetings (K-12) twice a term and Preschool Director Meetings
(once a term).
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Quality Improvement Plan for
Moana Kindergarten
202 0
Includes:
• Learning Improvement goals
• Progress notes
• National Quality Framework responsibilities plan

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.
• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.
• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.
For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Learning Improvement Plan
1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

Improve children's ability to express themselves through language in a range of contexts and a range of purposes with a focus on the three tiers of
Goal 1: language.

Challenge of practice:

If educators intentionally teach children’s oral literacy learning and use formative assessment strategies then we will see children
demonstrating more complex oral literacy understandings during play.

Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Educators, in consultation with families, will intentionally
plan their role in agreed learning experiences through
inquiry based learning.

1,5,6

all year

PDP
Planning document
observation sheets

all educators

Educators will promote a wider vocabulary through
intentional teaching and modelling, particularly in relation
to words associated with tiers of language.

1,5

all year

PDP
Planning document
observation sheets, word wall
literacy indicators

all educators

Educators, in consultation with families, will model
vocabulary and language that extends children’s oral
language development.

1,5,6

all year

PDP
Planning document
observation sheets
literacy indicators

all educators

Educators will plan learning provocations to extend
children’s thinking.

2,3,5

all year

PDP
Planning document
observation sheets

all educators

The children initiate or engage in conversation wit educators and peers when involved in sustained play, and
children use tier 2 and 3 language. Evidence from pedagogical documentation demostrates this.

Success criteria
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Progress notes
4

Improve
practice and
monitor impact

Improve children's ability to express themselves through language in a range of contexts and a range of purposes with a focus on the three tiers of
Goal 1: language.

Meeting
date

Implementation
(are we doing what we said we would do?)
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards
implementing actions for improvement.

22nd May, 2020

Impact

(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Next steps

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s
learning against success criteria.

Educators are using the programming sheet and floor book to
plan for inquiry based learning. Using techniques such as,
small group work to engage in deep inquiry about topics of
interest and child's wondering. Using closed FaceBook group
to share photos and descriptions of learning.

Impacting children's engagement and literacy learning.
Supports staff to plan the possible lines of development for
children's learning

Reflect on program display- this working well for recording,
analysing and documenting future poss. will cont. this form of
documentation. Link to staff PDP goals
prioritise coming together as staff group to reflect and plan
next steps in fortnightly researcher meeting

reflected on T3,
21st August

Formative Assessment - Each educator has a focus child
every week to observe using observation sheet. Although
educators have a focus child, it's a flexible system - looking at
the learning of all children. Educators are observing and
analysing through the lens of Goal 1.

Every child is being observed using observation sheet each
term, observations are being analysed, interpreted and
discussed at planning meeting on Wednesday. Resulting in a
stronger understanding of each child’s learning and language
development and planning for future learning.

Reflect on how observations are being shared and discussed
as a team. By the end of Term 2 ensure every child been
observed - yes. Edit existing obs. proforma to include box for
tiers lang obs. & reference sheet for staff to help identify tiers.

22nd May, 2020
reflected on T3,
21st August

Educators have been promoting a wider vocabulary through
intentional teaching and modelling - focusing on words from
the tiers of language, in association with children’s inquiry and
interest.

Ped-doc evidence of children using sophisticated language.
Child's voice demonstrates use and understanding of word.

Does our documentation show evidence of growth in
language?
Bookmaking focus in term 3 & 4 - another form of evidence to
support development of tiers of language - analyse at
researcher meeting with team. word wall display of new vocab

Term 1

Site has been consulting with special educator and speech
pathologist, engaging in discussions and strategies to best
support children at site with communication difficulties.
Increasing use of visuals. Kerry/ Annette engaged in Key word
sign PD and all staff using key words at kindy.

Creating and using visuals as well as key word signs to
support all children to get their needs met.
Childrens increased understanding of word or instruction and
using key word to get needs met.

Continue using visuals and key word signs to support children
with communication difficulties. Plan for all educators to
engage in key word sign training by the end of 2020.

Term 2

Educators using face-book group to share program, learning
and language being used. Promoting families to use similar
language at home and reflect on what they've been doing at
kindergarten. Program and Floor book used to display learning
to families. Consulting with families at pick up/ drop off.

Families responding on Face book group - liking and
commenting on posts.
Families sharing photos of learning at home.
Families enthusiastically sharing what their childs doing at
home with educators.

Would be interested in doing parent survey using
'surveymonkey' to see if they feel involved in program,
know whats been planned for group and their child,
would they recommend continuing fb page etc

reflected on T3,
21st August

22nd May, 2020
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Learning Improvement Plan
1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

Goal 2: Support children's ability to understand, and communicate mathematical ideas and concepts to develop spatial awareness and spatial thinking.
Challenge of practice:

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

If educators provide an environment rich in mathematical experiences, focusing on the numeracy indicator "I explore and understand
my place in the world', then children will demonstrate greater abilities to communicate more complex mathematical ideas and
concepts.

Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Educators will set up learning environments that are
intentional in enabling children to develop numeracy
understandings and will involve families in everyday
opportunities for numeracy wonderings.

1,6

all year

PDP
Planning document
observation sheets
Let's Count, numeracy indicators

all educators

Educators will teach position location, arrangement and
movement of myself, others and objects through intentional
teaching and modeling.

1

all year

PDP
Planning document
observation sheets
numeracy indicators

all educators

Educators will intentionally plan their role in agreed
learning experiences through inquiry based questions to
promote child and family voice.

1,6

all year

PDP
Planning document
observation sheets
Let's Count

all educators

Educators will develop focus vocabulary to support
children's deeper understandings and use of mathematical
language and mathematical terms at kindy, home and
beyond.

1,6

all year

PDP
Planning document
observation sheets
numeracy indicators

all educators

Children will show growth in their numeric understanding in conversation with educators and peers. Evidence
from pedagogical documentation demonstrates this.

Success criteria
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Progress notes
4

Improve
practice and
monitor impact

Goal 2: Support children's ability to understand, and communicate mathematical ideas and concepts to develop spatial awareness and spatial thinking.
Meeting
date

Implementation
(are we doing what we said we would do?)
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact

(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Next steps

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s
learning against success criteria.

Term 1

Setting up environment and program that are intentional in
teaching numeracy concepts - spatial awareness. Including weekly gym visits, Musical Muscles program, purchasing of
wooden loose parts, large loose parts outside, small group
work, obstacle courses, etc. Evidence in Program/ Floorbook

Children engaging in numeracy through play based learning.
Loose parts - promoting rich mathematical experiences
Ped-doc evidence of deep and meaningful numeracy learning.

-Revisiting musical muscles program terms 3/4 - at site level
- continue to plan and record future learning for mathematical
ideas.
- PDP - staff goals aligned

Term 1/2

Educators are using program, floorbook and FB page to
promote child and family voice
e.g Sharing photos/ videos and asking if their child has any Q
or wonderings via FB.
Engaging in conversations with family members - developing rl

Families using similar language used at kindy at home.
Sharing photos via FB page - conversation starters at home,
aware of learning, reflecting on learning, etc.
Educating families about what learning looks like through play.

Continue using FB as a platform to engage with families.
Next year - do we use FB or look at other tech apps such as
DoJO or SeaSaw? Dfe app frogo?
Continue supporting staff to use technology and develop
confidence.

Term 1

Observations - observing through the lens of Goal 2, and
identifying numeracy learning.
Port Folios - connecting photos, play observations and
children’s work to numeracy indicators. Numeracy indicator
tracking sheet at beginning of port folio.

-Recording of children's numeracy learning through ped doc.
-All educators noticing numeracy learning and becoming more
confident with identifying and connecting numeracy indicator in
play and children’s work.

Continue tracking children's numeracy learning through ped
doc.
Do we feel that we've tracked every child’s numeracy learning
through ped-doc? Does the ped-doc show progress? a journey
reflect back on numeracy tracking sheet at end each term

Term 3, week 5

Staff strongly believe they have embedded opportunities within
daily curriculum and have been linking mathematical language
used back to goal 1 - tiers of language used in mathematical
context

observations revealing children s developing tiered language
around increasingly complex mathematical language.

continue documentation through observations of individual
children
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Learning Improvement Plan
1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

Goal 3: Support children's increasing capacity to express ideas and feelings, and to understand and respect the perspectives of others.
Challenge of practice:

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

If educators provide a variety of words and situations, and we model and intentionally teach vocabulary and social interactions, then
we will develop children’s vocabulary and social competencies.

Actions

NQS links

1,5
Educators will promote a wider vocabulary through
intentional teaching and modelling, particularly in relation to
words associated with social relationships and emotional
regulation.

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

all year

PDP, illiteracy indicators
Planning document
observation sheets
child protection curriculum

all educators

Educators will record focused observations of identified
children to ascertain social functioning and identify learning
needs.

1

end of term one.

PDP
Planning document
observation sheets
child protection curriculum

all educators

Educators will promote resilience through teaching
self-regulation and mindfulness strategies in everyday
situations at kindy, home and beyond.

1,5,6

all year

PDP, Planning document,
observation sheets, yoga and
mindfulness resources
child protection curriculum

all educators

Educators will promote and model social behaviour using
the way to A curriculum, in collaboration and input from
families.

1,5,6

all year

PDP, Planning documents,
observation sheets, A Way to A
curriculum, picture books
child protection curriculum

all educators

Children are playing with peers in a respectful manner and demonstrate the knowledge and language of their
own and other's feelings in sustained play. Evidence in observational data demonstrates this.

Success criteria
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Progress notes
4

Improve
practice and
monitor impact

Goal 3: Support children's increasing capacity to express ideas and feelings, and to understand and respect the perspectives of others.
Meeting
date

Implementation
(are we doing what we said we would do?)
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact

(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Next steps

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s
learning against success criteria.

Term 1

Strong focus on noticing term 1 - Noticing others, noticing our
feelings, emotions, friendships etc.
Using strategies including - modeling of words, reading stories,
asking questions related to feelings, popular story tables
(re-enacting), friendships etc.

-Most children have developed strong relationships with
others.
- Children are using a larger vocabulary to express ideas and
feelings.

- Educators continue to model language around emotions,
feelings etc.
- Explore cultural perspectives?
- When engaging in group discussions focus on respecting the
perspectives of others (e.g when using floor book). Creating a
space for children to display work they are proud of.

Term 1/2,

Educators have been promoting resilience through teaching
self-regulation and mindfulness strategies in everyday
situations at kindy. Offering relaxation time for children to
engage in if they choose.

- Educators have noticed greater resilience in children’s
behaviours since beginning of term 1.

- Share ideas with families at home
- Create some visuals around deep breaths, relaxing etc in
calm room. - Inquire about our bodies - why do we need to
rest? what does it feel like? how does our body tell us?
Beach kindy provides a different environ. to promote resilience

Term 1/2

Ped-Doc - Staff are observing focus children through the lens
of goal 3, and sharing observations with team.

- Documenting children’s learning
- Better understanding of each child's emotional/ social
development.

PDP
fortnightly researcher meetings

Term 1/2

In consultation with special educator, we have created visuals
for children to use - including emotions and social stories.
Educators have been regularly using behaviour social stories
with children.

Children positively responding to behavioural social story.
Noticing children engaging in less physical behaviours of
concern.
Visuals- increasing childrens understanding of social
behaviours (especially those with communication difficulties)

- Educators to increasingly use 'The way to A curriculum'
To organise further training on program with Anthony - special
educator for late t3/4

Term 3, week 5

embedding promotion of diverse cultures through daily
curriculum e.g. protective practices, daily Kaurna welcome and
acknowledgement of country, songs and stories in a variety of
languages, socio-dramatic play opportunities e.g. home corner,
costumes and artefacts, prompts and props

developing perspective of others and value in celebrating
difference. This is reflected in childrens language,
conversations and knowledge they are able to share

continue to provide such opportunities in play
environment to encourage diversity in play.

reflected T3, wk 5
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National Quality Framework responsibilities
NQS links
3

Task

Steps involved

ReFlloring

Contact facilities to arrange a quote

Noc 2019

Acceptance of quote to facilities

Nov 2019

Floors to be intalled by contractor

3

2/3

Irrigation system

New swing frame

Timeline

Responsibility

Resourcing

Completed

dec/Jan 2020

Gardener to review possible options/quotes to present to
staff.

Nov 2019

Approval of preferred option.

Nov 2019

New irrigations to be installed over the summer holidays.

Jan 2020

quote for new frame

end of term one
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Review and evaluate
Improve children's ability to express themselves through language in a range of contexts and
a range of purposes with a focus on the three tiers of language.

5
Review
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 1:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?
Staff feel confident that children's ability to express themselves through language has developed.
How: - Researcher meetings fornightly to analyse individual observations and future plan. PEDDOC - port folios, floorbook,
- Bookmaking as a different form of evidence of language children are using - focus in term 3 and 4 and professional development around implementation
- Educators practice, intentionally using and modelling sophisticated language. Educators have observed children using sophisticated vocabulary relation to inquiry.
- Using tier 3 language in relation to inquiry, e.i space inquiry. Environment as the third teacher - observing rich language, explaining their creation to each other.
- Educators confidently using questioning to encourage rich language and problem solving. - Peer scaffolding through conversations.
-Literate rich environment set up e.g. access to books, shared reading oppt., writing materials, word wall, open ended resources, capacity to research e.g. ipads, planned experiences

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?
collaboration at researcher meetings - making the data that we collate more meaningful in relation to assessing where children are at and where to next at a team level. All staff taking
responsibility for documentation of all children.
Educator practice:
Flexible and collaborative program
Reflective conversations - Incidental sharing - where child/ group is are , where to next, future possibilities.

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?
key word signing - 4 staff members completed, 3 still to complete training (Covid has impeded earlier PD opportinities)
Capacity to come together as whole site team due to all staff members being part time. To compensate, site meets in two teams for researcher meetings to evaluate and plan for children
and curriculum.
Staff continuity Turtle Group - Directors only on fllor one day each with lead teacher for group and other responsibilities that take us off site e.g.- partnership,
Focus groups - doi we keep them consistent for the whole year instead of changing each term?
Complexity of communities of children

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
physical survey out to families to collate feedback on family involvement in curriculum - dept based format
changed observation proforma to include tiers of language boxes to specifically track and included quick reference sheet to support staff confidence in effectively identifying different tiers
of language
Developing word wall
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Review and evaluate
5
Support children's ability to understand, and communicate mathematical ideas and concepts
to develop spatial awareness and spatial thinking.

Review
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 2:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?
Staff feel that this is an area of strength for site and has been strongly embedded into daily practice and environment setup. Have also linked mathematical goal to language goal to look at
tiers of language used in relation to spatial awareness.
Educators have been intentionally setting up play spaces to encourage spatial awareness and spatial thinking.
Covid - Changed and reflective practice - more outdoor play,
Ongoing professional development - Nature Play SA. Educators noticing and highlighting numeracy learning in every day learning. Loose parts play - educators noticed deep mathematics
in nature Play training . Strength - embedded practice of learning outside of kindy - beach kindy, outdoor environment excursions each term e.g. Kuitpo Forest

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?
Facebook page intrduced this year - have provided some positive feedback form parent community and encouraged collaboration of kindy curriculum into home environment
Our Outdoor learning environment
Educators practice and confidence to communicate mathematical learning in play
Modelling the tiers of mathematical language

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?
challenge of practice for team are site IT systems not efficient/working which can impede documentation of learning. Awaiting new systems roll out from dept.can impact evidence collation for where child is
at/where to next. We have been marked as a potential early adopters of new system - yet tbc
Faebook page is providing positive feedback from parent community.
We will continue to support staff to use technology and develop confidence with existing systems

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
Loose parts presented and storage options to increase accessibilities
Specific focus words for spatial vocabulary and positional language.
2D & 3D shapes
Investing in quality math resources - Books, wooden 3D blocks,
Numeracy ongoing resources accessible for children - measuring tapes, natural materials, etc.
New printer to more easily print resources and documentation
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Review and evaluate
5
Support children's increasing capacity to express ideas and feelings, and to understand and
respect the perspectives of others.

Review
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 3:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?
Yes, this is intertwined in our daily practices and interactions and developing children’s social and emotional skills is a vital pathway to all learning
How - Educators practice - role modelling, questioning, acknowledging their feelings.
Communication and collaboration with families to use consistent strategies to help children

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?
linking goal to protective practices curriculum, embedding aboriginal culture into daily curriculum and promoting caring for the land
Beach Kindy program, excursions and community events have been positive opportunities for the development of resilience as children are taken out of comfort zone and exposed to new
environments and challenges that are developmentally appropriate.

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?
The staff feel that they have been more focused on tiers of language when observing children using observation proforma. We feel that we would like to use a different data set in future to
track this goal, e.g. utilise resource sin RRR e.g. Wellbeing.
Confidence with staff using certain media to document childrens learning is a challenge. We are going to have opportunity for staff traning - peer to peer and collaboration on learning
stories. We will also create an easily editible format to document learning stories on the Pages application and a potential alternative as a word document for staff who feel more confident
with the different programs.

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
2021 - continuation of goal. To use RRR wellbeing scale throughout year and begin by collecting data set early term 1 for a starting point.
Further PD - Introception PD with special educators booked for week 0, term 1 202
utilise Way to A program from start of year?
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal
Sophie Northcott & Carly Smith
01/02/2020

Approved by governing council chairperson

Approved by education director
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